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Bully claims against senior Vic cop 

BULLYING claims against the Victorian Police chief who deals with bullying 

within the force have been made on the ABC. 
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MORE claims of bullying within the Victorian police force have been made on 
the ABC's 7.30 Report singling out Assistant Commissioner Emmett Dunne, 
the head of professional standards. 
 
The program said since it first reported bullying within the force in April, 26 
police officers have come forward to tell their stories. 

Former sergeant Paul Irving, a 23-year veteran who was forced to retire two 
years ago as he battled cancer, said he had been bullied by a senior officer at 
Ballarat police station. 

He said the officer used to make intimidating gestures towards him and after a 
nose-to-nose confrontation in the car park, he reported the officer to 
management and sought an intervention order. 

He never heard anything back and instead an intervention order was placed 
on him ordering him to stay at least 200 metres away from the police station, 
ending his career. 

"I think they believe they are above the law, they honestly believe they are the 
law and can do anything they want," Mr Irving said. 

"I belt myself up knowing I have done nothing wrong and that they are trying 
to strip me of the two morals of my life - honesty and integrity." 

Former inspector Gordon Charteris, whose story was told in April, accused Mr 
Dunne of bullying but a report by the Office of Police Integrity exonerated him. 

Mr Charteris said a WorkSafe report on Mr Dunne "mysteriously" landed in 
his mailbox last month and in it there were claims Mr Dunne was an 



aggressive manager who would constantly interrupt and put his hand in your 
face to shut you up. 

The report said there had been a failure to formally address Mr Dunne's 
behaviour, management and style. 

Victoria Police told AAP on Tuesday it was focused on stamping out bullying 
but believed it was not systemic within the force. 

A spokesman said the force was also concerned about repeated attempts to 
tarnish Mr Dunne's reputation. 

"It is a matter of absolute fact that having investigated the complaints against 
Mr Dunne for more than a year, the OPI concluded that the complaints were 
unsubstantiated," the spokesman said. 

He said the WorkSafe investigation found there was insufficient evidence in a 
complaint against Mr Dunne and the documents were deemed inappropriate 
for public release by the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT). 

He said Sgt Irving's dispute with a former colleague at Ballarat is "a matter of 
some regret and the sadness" which is compounded by his health problems. 
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